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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Advances in medical research and management have 
resulted in a changing emphasis in the American health 
picture. The development of successful immunization pro-
grams has reduced cOIIIDUnicable diseases to a minimum, The 
widespread use of antibiotics prevents certain complications 
of infections or acute conditions. These factors, coupled 
with a steady increase in the standards of living, have had 
a dramatic effect upon life expectancy. It has been 
estimated that 30•'• per cent of the population in the 
United States in 1960 were over 45 years of age. 1 In 
summary, infectious diseases and health problems of older 
people are becoming more of a problem than in the past. 
Vascular lesions rank third as a cause of death in 
the population over 45 years of age in the United States. 2 
Furthermore, there are one million Americans living today 
l C. V. Lanfton and C. L, Anderson, Health Principles 
and Practice (St. ouis: c. v. Mosby Co., 1957), 11. 
2~. 
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with hemiplegia due to a cerebral vascular accident. 3 
Statistics such as these, present in a vivid manner the 
impact of the aging population on programs of medical care. 
Programs providing services for chronic illnesses demand the 
cooperation and continuous effort of all community health 
agencies. Many helping professions are included in the 
care of patients over 45 years of age who have hemiplegia 
due to a cerebral vascular disease. 
Positioning, a progressive exercise program, anti• 
coagulant therapy, nutrition, management of the bowel and 
bladder are all necessary adjuncts to the care of these 
patients. It is often the nurse's responsibility to 
organize the treatments prescribed by the attending 
physician. A treatment schedule which is lacking in 
organization and continuity results in crippling deformities, 
debilitation and despair. For such organization, an ade-
quate and efficient system of communication is essential 
within an agency and between agencies. The process of 
communication may range from no organized method to an 
elaborate system of forms and records which accurately 
describe the many personal details of patient care, 
=\tichael Dacso, "Clinical Problems in Rehabilitatica;" 
Geriatrics, VIII (February, 1953), 179-180. 
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An understanding of one another's purpose and role 
is basic to successful communication. The contribution 
that a community nursing agency can make to the rehabili• 
tation of the patient is strongly influenced by the care 
provided patients during hospitalization and by the 
information received from the staff of the hospital. 
Gilbert describes the importance of communication in her 
writings: 
Much of the continuing improvement in inter-agency 
relationships depends, as far as the public health 
nurse is concerned, on an understanding of her awn 
function and the functions of the community agencies 
together with preparation for the means of communi• 
cation with other agencies,4 
It is important that the hospital staff not only 
provide a plan of optimum care for patients during the 
acute and convalescent stages of illness but also extend 
the plan to include continuation of patient care directed 
toward ultimate rehabilitation. The cooperation of many 
people, departments and health agencies is involved in the 
development of such a program. Progress has been made in 
some instances but every patient deserves the combined 
interest of the many disciplines for continued progress. 
'ituth Gilbert, The Public Health Nurse and Her 
Patient (Cambridge: HarVard University Press, 1951), 327. 
:: 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This is a study of the expectations of nurses in 
the hospital and in public health concerning continuity 
of care with emphasis upon nursing activities pertinent 
to the care of a patient with hemiplegia due to a cerebral 
vascular accident. 
Answers to the following specific questions are 
proposed in this study: 
1. Is there agreement among the hospital nursing 
staff about their responsibility for care? 
2. Is there agreement among the hospital nursing 
staff about the responsibility of the public 
health nurse for care of the patient in the 
home? 
3. Is there agreement among public health nurses 
about their responsibility for care? 
4. Is there agreement among public health nurses 
about the responsibility of the hospital nurse 
for care? 
5. Is there satisfactory provision for communica• 
tion between the nurses providing care in the 
:: 
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hospital and the nurses providing care in 
the home? 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
The study was conducted in three cOIIIIIIUDity health 
agencies offering care to patients with hemiplegia due to a 
cerebral vascular accident. All of the cooperating agencies 
use the Greater Boston Inter~ency Referral Form as a means 
of communication. Twenty nuraes participated in this study 
and had been employed in the cooperating agencies for a 
minimum of six months. Ten were staff nurses with a public 
health agency. Ten were hospital nurses from two general 
hospitals; two head nurses and three staff nurses from each 
hospital. None of the nuraea was considered a rehabilitation 
specialist. 
The conclusions drawn from the data apply only to 
nurses studied. However, the findings mey suggest to others 
interested in the care of hemiplegia patients the advisabil-
ity of conductina a similar study in their own agency. 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Optimum care of the patient with hemiplegia due to 
a cerebral vascular accident requires coordination between 
., 
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the nurses providing care in the hospital and the nurses 
providing care in the home. The success of the coordination 
is dependent upon the quality of communication between 
agencies which provide care and supervision to these pa-
tients. Understanding and aareement of philosophy and 
goals of care are basic to a productive system of communica• 
tion. Studies have been conducted of patients with 
hemiplegia. No studies could be located that specifically 
studied continuity of nursing care for patients with 
hemiplegia. 
The study will have particular interest for nurses 
in hospitals, public health agencies and also those con• 
cerned with the rehabilitation of these patients. To all 
interested in continuity of nursing care, the study 
represents on the one hand, commendation for progress 
made, and on the other, a challenge for continued emphasis 
', and education. 
PREVIEW OF METHODOLOGY 
Records were reviewed of patients treated for a 
cerebral vascular accident in each of the three cooperating 
agencies during a stated period of time. The ten public 
health nurses were selected by the writer from the 
roster of the Visiting Nurse Association of Boston. The 
- 7 -
ten hospital nurses were employed in two general hospitals 
in the Boston area. Two head nurses and three staff nurses 
were selected by nursing service in each hospital. 
Data were collected by the writer by a three phased 
interview. Phase l of the interview was structured to 
obtain written information about the age, preparation, 
education and experience of the nurse, Each participant 
was asked two open-ended questions with reference to the 
responsibility of the hospital nurse and the public health 
nurse in care of patients with hemiplegia due to a cerebral 
vascular accident. Infoxmation was sought about the use 
of the Greater Boston lnter~ency Referral Form. 
In phase II, all participant& were presented 
descriptions of five common chronic illness conditions. 
They were asked to rank the rehabilitation potential of 
each condition when present in a patient under 65 years and 
also in a patient over 65 years. 
In phase III, a modified Q•sort technique was used. 
Forty items considered pertinent to the care of a patient 
with hemiplegia due to a cerebral vascular accident were 
constructed. Respondents were asked to sort the items 
into those considered to require a medical order, those 
considered to be nursing activities or those that did not 
qualify for the previous categories. Finally, these 
" 
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nursing items described as commonly provided were sorted 
to reveal the method of recording available for the nurse 
in the agency. A concluding question was asked of each 
participant concerning her opinion of the record system 
provided by the agency as a means of evaluating patient 
progress and providing continuity of patient care. 
Each phase of the interview guide was pre•tested 
with nurses who were graduates of diploma and degree 
programs and employed by hospitals and public health 
agencies. The actual interviews, with a short introduction 
to the purpose of the study, averaged 50 minutes. 
SUMMARY OF THE PRESENTATION 
The impact of the philosophy of rehabilitation and 
its current application to continuity of care for the 
aging population are reviewed in Chapter II. This presents 
highlights of writings in medical journals, published texts 
and unpublished theses during the years since World War II. 
A detailed description of the process by which the 
information for the study has been collected is presented 
in Chapter III. This is followed by a presentation of the 
findings of the study in Chapter IV. Finally, Chapter V 
includes the recommendations, conclusions and summary of 
the study. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FlWEWORK OF THE STUDY 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Rehabilitation, as a philosophy, is as old as 
humanity itself. As a medical specialty, rehabilitation is 
a by-product of World War II. Ironically, the practice of 
rehabilitation which proved so successful for the injured 
and wounded was not readlly available to the non-veteran. 
Through the efforts of such dedicated men as Dr. Kessler 
and Dr. Ruak, the philosophy, facilities and far-
sightedness of rehabilitation has been increasing in 
scope. There has been an ever•growing number of pro• 
fessional contributions to medical journals, texts and 
periodicals which emphasize the application of the 
principles of rehabilitation to a variety of disease 
entities. In a medical-surgical nursing text published in 
1961 the entire fourth chapter has been devoted to the 
subject of rehabilitation. 1 
1Kathleen Shafer et al. 1 Medical-Surgical Nursing (St. Louis: c. v. Mosby eo., 1Y61), 35-46. 
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Nursing has fostered a number of expressions to 
describe its responsibilities in the field of rehabilitation. 
"Comprehensive care," "total patient care," or family-
centered care" are a few of these descriptive phrases. The 
need for follow through into actual practice has been 
discussed by Patroski: 
The ~owing number of hospital-discharged persons with 
hemiplegia requirina prolonged training and corrective 
therapy for physical disabilities and emotional malad• justment, often incurred during the period of hospital• 
lzation, appear to indicate the serious need on the 
part of the nurse to better understand as well as put 
into practice the significant ~lications embodied 
in the term "total patient care. •2 
Patroski concluded there was a "need for the nurse to recog-· 
nize the family as an extremely powerful factor in determin-
ing the degree of restoration in the patient." 3 Dunn and 
Gilbert have included a note of optimism in their writings: 
Despite progress, the family often remains in a medical 
vacuum, largely outside the scope of private practice 
and nearly neglected by public health. We say "nearly'' 
because one public health practitioner, the public 
health nurse, has always focused her attention on the 
family unit.<+ 
2Regina Patroski, "Implications for Nursing Care of 
the Patient with Hemiplegia in the Acute and Early Con• 
valescent Stages" (unpublished Maater' s thesis, School of 
Nursing, Boston University, 1956), 2. 
3 Ibid., 89. 
-
liu.albert L. Dunn and Mort Gilbert, "Public Health 
Begins in the Family," Public Health Reports, LXXI (September, 1956), 1007. 
.. 11 .. 
Complexities of modern medical practice have re• 
sulted in an increase of specialization which predisposes 
to a fragmentation of care. But the family unit, a dynamic 
and changing center of concentration, is predisposed to 
problems, too. Rejection or isolation of the aged, linked 
in part to the modern family structure and functions, has 
contributed to a major health problem. 5 The advanced 
life expectancy has brought with it degenerative processes 
associated with longevity. Arteriosclerosis and hyperten• 
sion are two such processes. The complications of these 
and other manifestations which plague the senior citizens 
represent major challenges to the medical team. 
There bas been an increasing concern for the care 
of an aging population which bas been paralelled by an 
emphasis on rehabilitation. Unfortunately, the transference 
of the principles of rehabilitation to the treatment of the 
processes of the aged and their complications has been 
limited. Bonner, in a recent publication, decried the 
apathy expressed by the attending physician, young and 
old, toward the application of rehabilitation services to 
the patient with hemiplegia due to a cerebral vascular 
5 Ibid •• 1003. 
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accident. 6 This article, which drew upon the physician's 
personal experiences, supported the findings of a survey 
conducted by the Commission on Chronic Illness. In the 
published report of their national survey, the Commission 
indicated that apathy or indifference to the care of a 
patient with long-term illness was prevalent among the 
staff in many hospitals. 7 
Solutions to the problems of the aged and the 
patient with long•term illness are multiple and diverse. 
The team approach, which coordinates the services of 
specialists, is one attempt to improve the quality of 
patient care. There must however, be a cooperative effort 
by the physician and the aurae to include other members, 
professions and disciplines to the team. Pellegrino 
cautions, "Both physician and aurse must resist the tempta• 
tion to assume that they, alone, can settle the problems 
of medical care."8 
6Cbarles D. Bonner, "Prognostic Evaluation for 
Rehabilitation of Patients with Strokes," Geriatrics. XIV 
(July, 1959), 424. 
7comm1ssion on Chronic 
the United states, II!:_ Eli~~m~~~:¥~~~(! (Cambridge: Harvard U1 i""""= 
8E. D. Pellegrino, "The Nurse Must Know the Nurse 
Must Speak," American Journal of Nursing, LX (March, 1960), 
361. 
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Johnson concurs: 
The health team cannot be a closed circle of in•facing 
initiates with their backs to the outside world; rather, 
it must be an open circle ready to welcome new workers 
and able to expand as new areas of useful cooperation 
are discovered. !I 
The needs of the patient must receive top priority 
and be the center of concern if any plan is to be successful, 
Rehabilitative care requires the cooperation of the patient, 
family and all members of the team. Nursing holds an impor-
tant place in such a program of action. Maximum restoration 
of function almost certainly requires that the patient 
receive the profits of rehabilitative nursing care. 
Dr. Paul D. White speaking in Princeton, New Jersey, made 
the following point, "The first step in rehabilitation • • • 
and often the only step in the prevention of severe crippling 
is to return to the status of self•help."10 There are, 
however, many obstacles to this important step. Oversoli• 
citousness on the part of loved ones, feelings of rejection 
and despair experienced by ~ patient. and a reluctance 
by members of the nursing staff to encourage self-care 
represent a crippling combination which threatens the goals 
9raul E. JohnsQn~ligious Psychology and Health," 
Mental Huiene, XXXI ( OC , 194 7) • 55 7. 
10Paul D. White et al. 1 Cardio•vascular Rehabilitation (Boston: McGraw-Hill Co., B;,7), 60. 
. , 
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of rehabilitation. The nursing staff, by virtue of an ex• 
tended contact with a person relegated by illness to a 
dependent state, maintaina a particularly important position 
in the rehabilitation process. In many cases, it is nursing 
care which bridges the gap between debilitation and rehabil• 
itation. 
The C00111ission on Chronic Illness has made this 
challenge to the medical professions: 
By and large we apply only scantily the technical 
knowledge that is now available. This failure is 
partly the result of faulty thinking with regard 
to the real aature of rehabilitation. Surely, we 
would not do so poorly if there were general recog• 
nition that to neglect thefe skills is to fail in 
both prevention and care:l 
This regrettable situation may apply to many patients with 
varied conditions or processes. Dr. Rusk described the 
plight of certain patients in this way: 
Unfortunately, in the past, the medical attitude 
toward hemiplegia has been one of hopelessness and 
helplessness. If a dynamic approach is used, how-
ever 1 the hemiplegic is not a lost cause. Spot 
checks have shown that 90% can be taught ambulation, 
self-care and urinary and fecal cy!tinence, and 40% 
can be taught to do gainful work. 
At another time Rusk stated, "It is our feeling (at 
Bellevue Rehabilitation Center) that 75% of the hemiplegics 
1lcommiss1on on Chronic Illness, II, 14·15. 
12uoward Rusk, "Rehabilitation of the Hemiplegic," 
Postgraduate Medicine (April, 1954), 347 • 
., 
:~ -
;~ 
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could have an adequate program in the ordinary general 
hospital program."13 
Nursing plays a vital part in the achievement of 
success for such propams. Contracture& are but one of the 
limiting complications which could be prevented by the 
application of nursing measures. Positioning during the 
acute stage is of vital importance. Covalt14 and 
Morrisey15 stressed the value of purposeful change of the 
patient's position. Doody16 and Sandin17 in their studies 
have pointed out the value of range of motion exercises as 
well as proper positioning for the prevention of contrac• 
tures. Gordon refers specifically in his writings to the 
1~11a K. Covalt "Preventive Techniques of 
Rehabilitation for Hemiplegic Patients," General PractitioneJ; 
XVII ~ch, 1958), 131•143. 
15 Alice Moz:ri~l~f, 
G. B. Putnam's Sons, 
16Bubara J. Doody "A Survei of the Affected Upper 
Extremities of Hemiplegic Patients after Discharge from 
Hospital (unpublished Master's thesis, School of Nursing, 
Boston University, 1959), 
17~aret S. Sandin, "Perceptions of Nurses, 
Physical Therapists, and Physicians Regarding the Performance 
of Range of Joint Motion as an Integral Part of Nursing 
Care" (unpublished Master's thesis, School of Nursing, 
Boston University, 1960), 
- 16 -
contributions of nurses: 
The nurse can contribute enormously if she would 
adopt certain well•known rehabilitation procedures 
as her own: to be specific, preventive positioning 
against secondary deformity in the acute phase; 
modern proceduresof bladder control training; 
early ambulation and early movement of parts to pre• 
vent thrombosis deconditioning, and general 
deterioration; !am:Lliarity witli self•help devices 
combined with alertness to provide them. And many 
others. The nurse will_. thenfore, be the backbone 
of the long•term care pnase.l8 
Previously Gordon has written: 
That peripatetic nurse, who travels about the com• 
munity to visit and minister to the sick at home, 
can become a powerful link ip the chain of activities 
required for rehabilitation.l9 
Continuous, uninterrupted, goal-directed care is 
an essential quality of rehabilitation. W. Scott Allan in 
his writings has emphasized the need for communication 
between those providing patient care in the hospital and 
at home: 
Most of all, the hospital needs to link its efforts 
for the patient with the community rehabilitative 
programs and services, to the end that maximum 
restoration of function and adjustment to handicap 
1~ctward E. Gordon, "More Training for Nurses in 
Rehabilitation," Rehabilitation Literature, XX (October, 
1959), 290. 
19Ectward E. Gordon, "Chronic Disease and 
Disabil:l.ty: a Public Health Responsibility," Public Aid 
in Illinois ~y, 1959), pp. 6, 12. 
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becomes ogt merely a possibility but a prob• 
ability.z' 
A lack of swareness for the services which are available 
within the hospital as well as 1n the COIIIIIUnity represents 
a threat to the continuity of care. This has been pointed 
out by Gabig,21 Weber, 22 and Patroski. 23 Patroski has 
rec011111ended that "one of the best means for insuring con• 
tinued care after hospital discharge is a concise and com• 
plete method of referral to the health agency assuming the 
care of the patient in the cOIIIIIUnity. n 24 
The development of acceptable referral plans has 
been an attempt to improve the strength in the link of 
cOIIIIIUnication between the hospital and the home. An effi• 
cient and successful referral plan requires cooperation, 
20w. Scott Allan 
Challge (New York: J 
21v....., G. Gabia et al., "In•Service Education for 
General Dutykses," Amidcan J9U!'D4l of Nursing, LIII 
(April, 1953), 452. 
22uelen J. Weber, 
Good Administration, Re]po1:t 
university of Dayton, , 
10. 
23ratroski, 100. 
24 Ibid., 38. 
-
:: 
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based on understanding. COIJJIDUDication has been defined as 
"the art of developing understanding."25 Lack of under• 
standing, lack of awareness of services or inadequate 
familiarity with responsibilities and functions are 
indicative of poor communication. Poor communication 
interferes with continuity of cue and impedes progress in 
the lomprovement of patient cue. 
BASIS FOR 1'HE HYPOTHESIS 
Ten years ago, Ruth Gilbert stated that "hospital 
nurses and public health nurses are becoming more clearly 
related professionally. The work of one is a continuation 
of the work of the other in a different community set .. up."26 
Progress, indicative of improved communications, has been 
made in the continuity of care. Furisey points out, 
however, that "daily one encounters patients and families 
who have fallen into the abyss which yawns between the 
hospital and the community agency."27 Lack of familiarity 
2Su1ram S. Hall, "Communications with Others," 
American Journal of Nursiug, LIII (January, 1953), 63. 
26:auth Gilbert, The Public Health Nurse and Her 
Patient,(Cambridge: HarVard ontverslty Press, 1951), 8-9. 
27Ruth M. Furisey, "Referral in Practice " 
American Jourpal of Nurs~, LII (June, 1952), 732. 
:; 
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with the responsibilities and functions of community 
agencies contributes to a lack of cooperation and communica-
tion of care wbich is so basic to the patient's rehabilita• 
tion. 
STA'l'EMENT OF THE HYPOTHESIS 
There is a lack of agreement concerning the 
responsibility of the hospital nurse and the public health 
nurse in the continuity of care for patients with hemiplegia 
due to a cerebral vascular accident. 
' 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE 
Three community bealth agencies cooperated in the 
study. Each agency participates in teaching and research, 
is known to provide quality nursing care, and uses the 
Greater Boston Inter-Agency Referral form as a means of com-
munication. Twenty nurses were included in the sample. 
They represented the staff of a public health agency and 
two general hospitals in the Boston area. 
Ten public health nurses were selected for the 
S81JPle. The agency roster was used as an official listing 
of the staff nurses available in each district. It was 
established that the nurse would be selected who was the 
third name listed alphabetically in each office, if she was 
a registered professional nurse who had been employed by the 
agency for at least six months. The fourth name was used 
only in case the nurse selected failed to meet this re• 
quirement. In the district office in which the second nurse 
was chosen, both the third and fourth nurse were selected. 
Since the decision to select the third nurse was made 
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arbitrarily by the writer rather than by use of a table of 
random numbers or similar device, the sample does not meet 
all the requirements of a random sample. 
'l11e ten hospital nurses were selected on the basis 
of their availability in two general hospitals. ln hospital 
"A", the Director of Nurses arranged for five nurses to 
cooperate in the study. 'l11e group included two head nurses 
and three staff nurses from usdts providing care to patients 
with cerebral vascular accidents. ln hospital "B", the 
Associate Director of Nurses presented the study to the 
Assistant Directors of Nurains Service. lnd:Lv:Ldual appoint• 
ments were made at which time the author and each Assistant 
Director selected as participants two bead nurses and three 
staff nurses from usdts providing care to patients with 
cerebral vascular accidents. 
The sample, then, was composed of sixteen staff 
nurses and four bead nuraes. Seven of the total sample bad 
held their present position less than a year; two nurses 
had occupied it for more than five years. In terms of 
educational background, the sample contained ten graduates 
of a diploma program and ten graduates of a degree program. 
Seven of the ten hospital nurses were graduates of a diploma 
program and saven of the public health nurses were graduates 
of a degree program. 
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REVIEW OF RECORDS 
Accurate information about the number of patiants 
treated for cerebral vascular accidents who have been re• 
ferred from hospital care to visiting nurse care was sought 
by means of a record review 1n each cooperating agency. In 
the Visiting Nurse Association of Boston the author reviewed 
the records of patients with the diagnosis of cerebral 
vascular accident active during February and March, 1961. 
Information concerning the following was obtained: The di• 
agnosia as received by the agency, the source and date of the 
referral, age, sex and marital status of the patient, date 
and occupation at the onset of the illness, length of hosp:l.• 
talization, names of other agencies interested in the patJant, 
the payment plan and the level of patient activity. 
Throuzh the cooperation of the Medical L:l.brar:l.ans the 
author reviewed the records of patients with the diagnosis 
of cerebral vascular disease discharged from each hospital 
between Jann&J'Y 1 and February 28, 1961. Information con-
cerning the following was obtained: The diagnosis upon 
discharge, thE' age, sex, marital status and occupation of 
the patient at the onset of the illness, length of hospital-
izatipn, the payment plan, provision for continuity of care, 
other disciplines interested in the patient, condition of 
the patient on discharge and comments on the referral. 
" ,,_-.--,; -" 
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TOOLS USED TO COLLECT THE DATA 
Work sheets were prepared for the purpose of rec:ord• 
ing f.nfomatf.on gleaned fr0111 the r:ec:ord review. The f.nfor-
•tion was thus available f.n a manner whic:h was concise 
and lent itself to ease of tabulation and analysis. 
A structured interview was selec:ted as the method 
of c:hoic:e for obtaf.Diftg iDfozmation from the nursing 
sample. Each f.nterview was baaed on a three-phased inter-
view guide whic:h 1a included in Appendix A. Questions 1n 
phase I foc:uaeci upon the aurae's age range, educ:ational 
baclqgrouud, work experience, fauiliarity with public: 
health nursing and with the use of the greater Boston 
Inter-Apncy Referral Fon. Four questions were included 
for the hospital nurse sample only. These questions sought 
iDfomation about their rec:ent partic:ipatf.on in providing 
for continuity of uursf.na cue for patients with hemiplegia 
due to a cerebral vascular accident. Phase I concluded 
with two open-ended queetions presented to all participants. 
Respondents were asked to CGallll8nt on the responsibility of 
the hospital nurse and the public health nurse in providing 
care to these patients. 
Phase II consisted of descriptions of five common 
chronic illness conditions, one of which was a cerobral 
vascular accident. The participants were asked to place the 
deacdpt:l.ona f.n rank order aa to the potential for rehab:l.l:l.· 
tation 1f the condition existed f.n a patient under 65 years; 
and to rank them qaf.n for pat:l.ents over 65 years. This 
teebn:Lque was f.ncluded for two .-aaons. First, to determine 
the nurses opinion of the rehab:l.litat:Lon potential of a pa-
tient with bem:Lplegia due to e "'"n'abral vascular accident. 
Second, to detezmine if qe wu a factor :Ln the decision. 
A mocl:l.fied fon of the Q sort waa ut:Ll:l.zed f.n phase 
111. Forty items cona:l.dered pertinent to the care of a 
patient with hemiplegia due to a cerebral vascular accident 
wan presented :Lndiv:Ldually on forty 3 x 5 index cards. 
Each nurse was asked to sort the items :Lnto thne major 
categories: 
1. Medical Order••those items wb:Lch require a 
written order from the attending physician 
to allow the nurse to provide the can. 
2. Nursf.n& Aetivit:Les••those items wb:Lch may be 
performed without a written order from the 
attending physician. 
3. Undetexm:Lned••:Ltema which the participants 
felt, for various reasons, did not apply at 
all. 
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'the cards elass:Lfied as "undetemined" were so recorded. 
'the respouclents were then asked to sort the "medical items" 
according to how frequently the physicians bad requested 
each item. The partielpants then sorted the "nursing items" 
as to how frequently each item had been provided by the 
nurse. A final sorting was ccmcemed only with the nursing 
items sorted as "always provided" or "usually provided." 
Tbe nurses were asked to sort these items to describe the 
method available fol' recordf.ns these items so as to provide 
for continuity of nursing care. The interview concluded 
with a question concerniDs the nursa's satisfaction with the 
record system provided in her partieular agency. These data 
were recorded on work sheets which allowed for ease of 
tabulation and analysis. 
PllOCUREMEH'l OF DATA 
Appointments wen made with the directors of three 
cOIIIIIUDity health .apncies to diseuss the purpose of the 
study, the method desiped to study the problem, the 
assietance required of the agency, and the time required 
of each participant nurse for the interview. Permission 
was granted to review reeords and to interview a stated 
number of nurses in each coopel'ating agency. 
\ 
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The interviews were conducted privately with a 
minimum of distractions. Each interview averaged SO 
minutes in length. The author was most appreciative for 
the cooperation of the participants in this study. The 
administration of each agency was most hospitable and 
helpful in the preparation and organization necessary for 
the study. 
: ~ 
CHAP'JSR IV 
FtNDIICS 
Tbls chapter 1s concerned with the presentation, 
aualysie and discussion of data obtained fram structured 
inteniews held with ten hospital nurses and ten public 
health nurses and fram a record review of patients with 
the cliagnosis of cerebral vascular accident. The record 
review covered thirtr•four patients disc:haz'ged fram two 
general hospitals and e:l.shtr patients treated by the 
visitiDg nurses in the cgmmom:i ty, 
CONCEIUWll mE PUPAIATION OF THE NURSES 
The total eample wa composed of twenty m!X'ses. 
Ten were p:aduates of a clep'ee program; seven of these 
were concenecl with can of the patient in the community, 
aad three wen employed in a hospital situation. Ten were 
p:aduates of a cliploma prop:am; seven of these were con• 
cened with can of the patient in the hospital and three 
were employed by a public health agency. lt was interest-
ins to aote that in their particular cliploma p1'0grams only 
four of the ten nurses had opportunity to provide nursbg 
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care to patients 1n the home. Six of the ten hospital 
nut:ses in the sample had only classroom instruction and a 
one day observation in a ooamunity agency during their 
educational program as a sou:r:ce of familiarity witll public 
health nut:sing. 
CONCERNDC LONGEVITY OF SERVICE 
Nine of the pubU.c health nut:ses a.ncl two of tile 
hospital nut:ses had been associated with their agencies 
fo:r: one to five years. Only one hospital nurse and one 
publ:l.c health nurse bad been employoci fot. lllO~e than five 
yeua by their agencies. The fact that &6'\i'Gr. of the ten 
hospital nurses we:r:e employed with the agEmc:l.6s for less 
than eleven months was pt:'obably a t:efleeticm of the cur• 
net tw:'MVer pte in hospitals. 
'l'hree of the ten public health nut:aes Z'eported 
their working experience bad included association. with a 
hospital for vuying pedocla of tima. Only one of the 
ten hospital nut:"sea bad been employed by a public health 
qency as a graduate nut:"ae, 'l'be nine other hospital nurses 
made the followil'tg report of their con.tact with public 
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health manes: five stated they bad no contact with pubUc · 
health DU&'ses, fout: indicated tbeir contact was l:lmited to 
cOIIIDittee work with pubU.c health DU&'ses, associatloo with 
friends or clas8111ates who ware employed by public health 
apac:l.es, or bavin& a fr:l.encl or relative who bad received 
care fr0111 a publ:l.c health nurae. 
Each hospital aurae bad. been asked three questions 
nprcilD& her opi.D1cm and recent use of the Greater Boston 
ll'lter...ApDCy referral fcma. TWo ..S.d they bad no oppor• 
tunltJ to write a referral duri.Ds the month prior to their 
interview. Four reportad cbey bad. Wtiated and completed 
the written form. DlacuaaloD, during the preparation of 
the referral1 included otba interested persons and dis• 
clpllnes. Four nuraes bad. diacusaed an intended referral 
with f•ily members, and flva also bad discussed it with 
the patiant; six mn:"sea stated they discussed the referral 
with a social worker~ four bad :l.ncluded the dietitian in 
the diacusaicm. 
'rbe nurses were then asked to reflect upon the 
patients with bondplesia due to a cerebral vascular acc:l.• 
cleat bospitalil:ecl on their units during the previous two 
months. Four mn:"sea recalled two or three patients wbo 
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would have profited by a nfenal to a public health 
aaancy, but vho wen aot nfen"ed. 'lbne nuraes could 
uot ncall patients whom they thought needed to be re• 
ferred. 0118 nurse would have ncoaiiiQAded a nfenal for 
six pat:Leuta, but could not IICC\11'ately aay whether or not 
8'4'1 of these pet:f.ants wen actually referred. The nus"aes 
vho provided ezplaati.ons why no ¥eferral was written 
fadf.cated for two cues that the doctor or the family 
refuaac:l referral. Only oae patient nfuaed to be nferred. 
ID the otbft f..Dstaace no oae bad sugseated a referral. 
Recori review fipes contributed dpificant 
infomatlon nlative to catinuf..ty of can. The review 
of the ncorcla of af..abtr pat:Leuts with cerebral vascular 
aocideDt active with tbe Vialting Nurse Association 
nvealed that f01't)'-ef..abt bac1 been hoapitalizecl at some 
time duri.Da theu treaca.at. 'l'Wenty•two patients were 
ret:u1:'nia& to the hoapital clinics for cue. Only eleven 
bad direct referral f1'0ID the boapf..tal to the nursbg 
apacy which would provida uaf.nten:upteci continutty of 
cue. !be records of thf..J.'ty•fou:a: patients with cerebral 
vascular accitent diacbaqed from two pmeral boepltals 
revealed that in eleven cases care was to be continued 
either in a rehabUitatf..oa ceater, a nursing home or by 
the V:l.aiti.Dg Nurse Aaaociatlon. In only five instances 
~ was a copy of the completed referral form included in the 
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patieat'a record. 'l'be .. data lndicate that only one• 
eeventh of twa total of eizhtJ patients were nfenoed to a 
cOII'!!!Imt tJ aura1Qs apncJ. Cl:aatiag that not wery patient 
nqu1Hd INCh can, it waa noted that only half of the pa• 
tienta nceiviDg contiuued can iD a c:omrmm:1ty apucy bad 
the beDefit of a writteD nfenal fJ:Om the hospital. 
All put:S.cipaDta were aeked :l.f they would Uka 
detaib added OS' omitted fraaa the present nfenal form. 
fO't Five nspoadenta, conautia; of four hospital uuraea aud. 
one public health nurse • advocated cbaugea. These uurses 
recoc111118Dded eaJ.uai.u& the space for the nurse to cou1118Dt 
OD the frontof the npoJ:t. aad replaeiug the space al• 
lCNed. foso unative coil IDt with a recOIIIIIIeDded list to 
:: 
be checked.. OthaX' sugeatioM made wen: (1) that 
:I.Dformati.OD relative to the bosp:1.ta1 (d.ate of admiasi.ou 
.mel d.:S.acbaX'se, aDd the patieut' a wdt DUmber) be eepuated 
fraaa :I.Dfomatiou relative to the bOI1IG (.ad.c1X'e81• floor aDd 
telepboue m.llllbe1:) • (2) s,._ be provided on the fon for 
the taclwaioa of plaua foso follow-up. 
F:l.fteea approved of the style of the pnseut form. 
However, maay of the hospital aad public health nurses cora• 
ID8Dted that better Wonaatioa should be auppl:l..ed ou the 
fcma. More tbaa half of thoee o•"t*MltlQ& i.ndi.cated the 
~~eed for a more complete ptotw:e of a patient at the 
time of cH.scbup from the boepit:al. More inclusive lD• 
fcn:matlon relative to the patient's level of self care, 
activit.)' and acljuatment to the Ullless were other examples 
cited. Five reapondents desiftd more 1nfcmaat1on from 
tbe social workft faaU:I.al' wi.th the lDdividual patient , 
and fOUZ' would bave appreciated CCiilii8DtS from the diet1• 
t1an :l.nvolved lD the part1c:ular patient situat1on. 
Nursea :l.n tbe saaple proviciing care to patients 
in tbe botpf.t:al bad been prepared predcad.sumtly in diploma 
prop-_. ancl bad only mhd•l fai:Ll:l.al'it.y with public 
health nun1Da. 'lbe majority were under thirty years of 
age and bad been aaployacl 1n the particular hospital for 
1e .. than a year. 'J.'ba public health nuraes in the aauple 
bad been prepared predolldMDtly in degree programs; a 
Umitad anmber have bad ..,_ie'Doe 1n hospital nurslQ&. 
Tba majority were also wuler th:Lrt.y years of age but bad 
been employed with the f188DCY from one to five years. 
'1'he preparation and ccpar1eace of the nurse bad 
appareat influence upon the expect:at1one abe bald regarcU.aa 
patient care. '1'he hospital nurse emphasized the importaace 
f'f~ ~"~ ... ~. '~ '' ,~~--~ '· -~. ----- ~-~ ~ -- c.=~-~····" -~=---~~-··""'"-~'"=00-~-=--~' '' -
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of the physical aspects of patient care while the public 
health nurse stressed the importance of teaching as a part 
of family-centered care. This is illustrated in table 1, 
which presents the opinions of the twenty nurses regarding 
the primary responsibility of the hospital nurse in the 
care of patients with hemiplegia due to a cerebral vascular 
accident. 
'1'he following facts in these data appear to have 
interest to the study: Hospital nurses and public health 
nurses mentioned that the prevention of contracture& was 
a primm:y responsibility of the hospital nurse. However, 
only hospital nurses referred specifically to range of 
motion exercises as her responsibility. Public health 
nurses recoanended the development of teaching programs 
for the patient and/or his family as the pr:l.mary responsi• 
bility of the hospital nurse. However, this was mentioned 
by only one of the hospital nurses as a responsibility. 
Mainta:J.nhag an adequate aiway, assessing the patient's 
rehabilitative needs, and the use of physical therapy were 
also suggested by hospital nurses as primary responsibil· 
ities. Only two, one hospital and one public health nurse, 
mentioned the preparation of patients for home care as a 
major responsibility. there was a low agreement, but no 
marked disagreement as to the responsibilities of hospital 
rmrses in the care of patients with cerebral vascular 
"' 
"' 
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TABLE 1 
OPINIONS OF TEN HOSPITAL AND TEN PUBLIC HEALTH 
NURSES REGARDING THB RXMAB.Y RESPONSIBILITY 
OF '1'HE HOSPI'UL RUISE IN THE CARE OF 
PATIENrS WI'Dl IIBMIPLEGIA DUE 'fO A 
CEREBRAL VASCULAll ACCIDENT 
Reapona:Lbility 
Number of Replies 
Hospital Nurses Publlc Health Nurses 
Prevent contracture• • • 3 4 
Provide rage of motion 
exercises • • • • • • 4 
Develop a teac~ rro· 
gram for the famt y • 1 3 
Prevent decubitus ulcers 2 1 
Provide general nursiag 
3 care ••••••••• 
Develop a teaching pro• 
gram for the patient • 2 
Prepare the patient for 
home care •••••• 1 1 
Assess tbetl::f.ent's re• 
babilita potential 2 
Encourage physical 
2 therapy ••••• • • 
Maintain an adequate 
airway •••••• • • 2 
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accidents. Since the responsibility most frequently men• 
tioned was cited by less than half of each group, it may 
be concluded that there wu no high level of shared under• 
standing of responsibilities between hospital and public 
health nurses. 
ln response to a question about other responsi• 
biUties of hospital nurses the participants provided 
infomation which is presented in 'I able 2. 
A majority of the nurses, both hospital and 
public health. indicated the need for the hospital nurse 
to provide emotional support and encouragement for the 
patient and/ or his fataily. Eight nurses in the sample 
also thought that the hospital nurse had considerable 
responsibility in plauniug for long term follow-up for 
patients with hemiplegia. Only two hospital nurses and 
one public health nurse cODIIIented on the hospital nurses' 
responsibility for knowing the patient's background and 
his status in the family. However, such infomation would 
appear to be particularly necessary if the hospital nurse 
was to provide emotional support or understand the implica-
tion of long term treatment. 
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OPINlONS OF TEN HOSI'ttAL AND 'l'EN PUBLIC HEALm 
NUUES REGABDDG O'l'HU. RESPONSIBD..l'.riES OF 
mE HOSPITAL WISE IN THE CARE OF 
PA'J:lEN'J:S WrrB JIEM1PLF.G IA DUE 
'.00 A CIRUIAL VASCULAR 
ACCIDEN'J: 
Responsibilities 
Number of Replies 
Hospital I Health 
Nurses Nurses 
Provide emotional support and en• 
couraaement for the patient and 
f..UJ ••••••••••••..• 
Consider loog tum follow-up • • • • • 
Maintain adequate nutritive level • • 
Position the patient properly • • • • 
Provide skin cue to pwvent decubiti 
Allow for bowel and bladder ""'nagement 
Educate the fam:Ll:y reaardias patient 
care .. • • • • • -• • • • • • • • • 
Leam tbe backgJ:ound of the patient 
and fam:Ll:y • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Conaider speech problems ••••••• 
Provide rauge of motion exerc:Laes • • 
Protect tbe patient from injury • • • 
6 
4 
3 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
l 
l 
l 
6 
4 
4 
2 
l 
2 
2 
l 
2 
l 
l 
CONCUNING THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES 1 RESPONSIBILITY 
The respondents were then asked to turn their 
attention toward the responsibilities of the public health 
nurae in the care of patient& with hemiplegia due to a 
cerebral vascular accident. Table 3 preaants the informa-
tion given by the participants as the primary reaponsibility 
of the public health nurae. 
It appeared that the nuraes generally agreed that 
the public health nurse should continue the nursing care 
activities started in the hospital. Although an equal 
number of hospital nurses and public health nurses men• 
tioned it was the responeibiU.ty of the public health 
nurse to coasider the family group in patient care • three 
public nurses, only, referred specifically to their 
responeibil1ty for teaching the family about patient care. 
It is interesting to note some comments made only by 
hospital nurses. These included opinions that considered 
it was the public h•alth nurses• responsibility to check 
medications and to continue the exercise program. 
In regard to the amount of agreement. it can be 
said there was low agreement but no marked disagreement. 
Since the responsibility most frequently mentioned was 
cited by n o t o:ver half of each group • it may be concluded 
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TABLE 3 
OPINIONS OF TEN HOSPITAL AND TEN PUBLIC HEALTH 
NURSES BEGARDIR; '1'111 PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY 
OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE IN THE CARE OF 
PATDNTS WITH HEMIPLEGIA DUE TO A 
CEREBRAL VASCULAR ACCIDENT 
Number of Replies 
Responaibility 
Continue what the hospital staff 
started • • • • • • • . • • • • . 
Conaicler the family group in the 
care • • • • . . • . . • • . • • 
Teach the family to care for the 
patient • . • • • . • . • • • . . 
Evaluate the patient and family 
adjustment • • • • • • • • • • • 
Continue the exercise program 
Check the medications • • • • 
Check the patient's activity 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
Give good physical care • • • • • • 
Hospital 
Nurses 
4 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
Public 
Health 
Nurses 
5 
2 
3 
2 
;: 
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that there was no high level of shared understanding of 
the responsibilities of the public health nurses in the 
care of patients with hemiplegia. 
The pa~ticipants then expressed their opinion 
about other responsibilities of public health nurses in 
the care of patients with hemiplegia due to a cerebral 
vascular accident. This information is presented in 
Table 4. 
Nurses, both hospital and public health, indicated 
it was a responsibility of the public health nurse to be 
sure the family was able to care for the patient and also 
to refer the patient to other community agencies for care. 
Two public health nurses referred to their responsibility 
for reporting disease manifestations to the physician. 
Three more spoke of their responsibility to report patient 
progress to attending physicians. Two hospital nurses 
mentioned that public health nurses had a responsibility 
to provide emotional support to the patient and his 
family. 
;.:-
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TABLE 4 
OPINIONS OF TEN HOSPITAL AND TEN PUBLIC HEALTH 
NURSES REGARDING OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES OF 
THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE IN THE CARE OF 
PATIENTS WITH HEMlPLEGIA DUE TO A 
CEREBRAL VASCULAR. ACCIDENT 
Number of Replies 
Responsibilities 
Be sure the family is able to 
care for the patient • • • • • • 
Refer the patient to other 
COIIIIIIUn:l. ty agencies • • • • • , • 
Report progress to attendi~ 
physician • • • • • • • • • • • 
Retum the patient to as good a 
level as possible • • • • • • • 
Give bediide care • • • • • • 
Consider hygiene • • • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
Juperv:l.se the nutrition • • • • • 
Appraise the work tolerance 
realistically • • • • • • • • • 
Report disease manifestations to 
the physician • • • • • • • • • 
Rec0111118Dd self•help devices • • • 
Provide emotional support to the 
patient and family • • • • • • • 
Prevent deformities through good 
akin care • • • • • • . • • . . 
Hospital 
Nurses 
5 
2 
l 
2 
1 
2 
2 
l 
l 
2 
1 
Public 
Health 
Nurses 
5 
2 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
,, 
" 
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CONCERNING THE COMMUNICATION OF RESPONSIBILITIES 
Information gleaned from the sorting of forty 
items considered pertinent to the care of patients with 
hemiplegia due to a cerebral vascular accident was compiled. 
The sorting process focused upon items frequently requested 
by the physicians and those items frequently provided by 
the nurses. Items of care classified as frequently 
provided as nursing care were then sorted to indicate 
the method by which these items were recordeQ in each 
agency. A chronological list of these items is included 
in Appendix A. These data are presented in Table 5. 
It was interesting to note certain findings in 
these data. The hospital nurses indicated that position-
ing measures were mlrsing activities frequently provided 
during the patient's hospitalialatiou. This trend of 
emphasis also extended to the public health nurses. The 
manner in which these items of care were recorded included 
the entire scope of possibilities. The majority of the 
nurses had limited association with positioning measures 
such as a cock-up splint and the use of a sling. They 
tended to prefer a doctor's order for such measures, but 
only five nurses gave evidence of actual experience with 
these procedures. While six nurses indicated they would 
) ) 
TABLE S 
IDHS OF CAD n£QUEN'l'LY OBDEBED BY PHYSICIANS, l'l'IMS OF CAD FREQUERTLY PROVIDED BY 
RUISES, AND METHOD OF UCORDIHG THE ~,. AS UPO&'l'ED BY TEN llOSPI'rAL AND TEN PUBLIC 
awu.TH IIUllSES 
i04 ol 1¥j!ft 
I ap tal 
Itaua of care 
an • • • • 10 1 
--
8 9 3 6 4 1 3 
Pxov1cle rage of 
~t IIOt:loD. • o • • • 7 1 1 7 7 7 3 4 
-- -l8e mov1Da fbgera 31 2 
--
7 7 2 s 4 3 
Teach quaclr1Cepa 
2 2 aettia& • • • • • • • 13 s 4 1 3 1 
--
1 
Maaaap twice daUJ • 20 4 5 3 
-- -- -- --
3 
Have cttent take 
deep natha ••••• 126 I 
--
I 
--
I 5 I 6 I 31 3 I 1 I 4 I 
-Provide a pulley 
I i I I -- I apparatus • • • • • • I 2 I 5 1 1 1 1 I 1 I -• I •• 
POSITIONING 
~t tb8 legs • • • I 22 I 
--
I 
--
I 10 110 I 11 9 I 2 I 7 I 1 
bed with foot 
board •••••••• I 4 I 
--
I 
--
I 10 I 9 I ll a I 4 I 6 I --ReCh!H!...,ded back•lyi.ng 
Citlon • • • • • • • 116 I 
-
I 
--
I 10 I 9 I 7 I 2 I 7 I 2 I 1 
OIIIIIM!Uded aide•lying 
I I I I 41 5 I 6 I 2 I $ ....... 1191 
-- --
10 9 2 
position every 
I I I I I 6 I 1 I a •••••• 1151 
-- --
10 6 9 I •• 
) 
i: 
i 
I 
., 
.l;i 
d ,, 
•!: 
" 
) 
Items of Care 
TEACH:tm PROGRAM 
I&Piatil 
care to family • • • • 
Inquire about eating 
bablta • • • • • • • • 
Instruct in position 
cbep ........ 
Encouraae the family 
to give care • • • • • 
Inquire about living 
habits ..•.••.. 
Discuss safety factors 
Provide written 
:l.nstructions • • • • • 
Advise about self-care 
devices • • • • • • • 
• • • 
I ~ I 
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opportunity 
for decisions • • • • 40 I 
Say, "EverythiDg will 
be O.K." •• • • • • • 29 
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. Arz:ange ~t • • l8 
Eucourap se f-care • 11 
Ensure sittiag balance 32 
Supervbe gait tz:ain .. 
1.ng • • • • • • • • • 33 
P:rovide short leg 
bz:ace • • • • • • • • I 30 I 
Encourage writing 
~actice • • • • • • • I 8 I 
slat progz:ess 1n 
A.D.L. • • • • • • • • I 24 I 
for urination at 
regular intervals • • 
Regulate daily bowel 
elimination . . .. . . 
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IDqu1re about past I I ' pattern of bowel I 
elimination • • • • • 5 
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Aiitlc!P&& the needS 
I I I I i I ~ I I I ~ I of the aphasic patient 139 -- I -- 6 8 3 Provide speech aids • 37 
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4 3 2 
See Appendix A for chronological list of items presented in the study. 
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instruct the patient in the technique of quadriceps setting, 
and seven would do so 1f requested specifically by a 
physician, seven indicated th:l.s was a responsibility of 
another department. Although a majority of nurses 
indicated they would encourage the patient to use h:l.s 
uninvolved axm, less than half stated they would use a 
pulley apparatus which would be a means of encouraging 
a patient to use the uninvolved axm to exercise an af• 
fected extremity. While public health nurses indicated 
they recorded these items on the patient' s record, the 
hospital nurses used a Kardex or nursing care plan as a 
method of recording. 
In spite of a cuxxent emphasis for patient• 
centered care, the responses to items of care related to 
the patient'.il background and future d:l.d not always 
indicate an application of the principles involved. For 
example, only six hospital nurses indicated they fre• 
quently inquired about the patient~a living habits and 
status in the family. Two stated this information was 
not recorded and four said it was included in the nursing 
care plans. While information was sought frequently about 
the patient's eating habits and food preferences less than 
half of the hospital nurses inquired about the patient's 
pattem of bowel elimination. In fact, of the four who 
indicated they d:l.d inquire, only one apparently recorded 
this information. It may be speculated that the very 
nature of the duties of the public health nurse in the 
--~. -. ::;_; ___ _ 
care of patients in the home contributed to their increased 
attention to these matters. 'l'his seemed to apply to the 
inclusion of the family in patient care, as well. Obvi• 
oualy it was more popular for the hospital nurses to 
explain reasons for care to family members than to allow 
them to participate in patieat care. 'The nurses. both 
public and hospital, eacouraged self care but less than 
half offered advice about the many self care devices 
I 
which have aided patients to experience success in self 
care. 
Although cOIIIIIIU11ication is vital to self-esteem 
and purposeful living, only four nurses. all public health, 
responded positively to the item relative to the practice 
of writing. 'The use of apeech aids received note from 
less than half the respondents. Replies to items 38 and 
39 in Table 5 • indicated a lack of consistency as to the 
manner of approaching the care of the patient with aphasia. 
Continence is an important factor in the treatment 
of these patients. 'The hospital nurses indicated that 
provision for urination at frequent, regular intervals was 
the praferred :method of management. Twelve of the partici• 
pents stated that it would require a written order to clamp 
off an in -.dwelling catheter. However, many ccmnented they 
were assuming the doctors would order this done, but they 
had no specific recollectiou that they did. 
The low level of agreement about some of these 
items, and obvious discrepancy in some areas combined with 
the variance in the recording of the items appeared to 
adversely affect the continuity of nursing care. Some 
nurses indicated they would iutitute certain items of 
care withOut a written order, Wile others would not. Many 
items of care considered to be nursing activities were not 
recorded at: all. Even when the items or pertinent :Lnfoma• 
t:Lon were recorded inconsiatency was in evidence. The 
public health nurses recorded visits by means of a 
narrative explanation of care which did not lend itself 
to quick review; the hospital nurse utilized nursing care 
plans and kardex systems which were not included in the 
pemanent record of the patient. 
In reply to the concluding question relative to 
the method of recording available, ten of the participants, 
five public health and five hospital nurses, expressed 
dissatisfaction with the system. The other ten nurses 
:Lndicated satisfaction with the method of recording which 
the agency provided. They felt there was ample opportunity 
to record :Lnfomat:Lon necessary to insure continuity of 
nursing care. 
Phase II was concemed with the nurse's opinion 
of the rehabilitation potential of patients with cerebral 
vascular acc:l.dent and four other common chronic disease 
conditions. Before presenting the findings it seems ap• 
propriate to COIIIllent on the descriptions of c011111011 chronic 
disease conditions. In some descriptions, particularly 
the diabetic, the information offered was meager. In 
other cases, such as the patient with a cerebral vascular 
accident, the disease manifestations were minimal. It 
was also interesting to observe during the interviews 
that "diagnosis•centered" statements such as these, 
appeared to be more diff:l.cult for public health nurses to 
rank. The findings are presented in Table 6. 
The nurses, both hospital and public health, 
indicated that the patient with diabetes, regardless of 
age, represented a high degne of rehabilitation potential. 
This suggests decided optlmism about this disease, since 
no details which could allow inference about the prognosis 
were given in the description, and it could easily be 
unfavorable. The greatest discrepancy in the rankings 
occurred about the description of the patient exhibiting 
symptoms of depression. The hospital nurses appeared to 
TABLE 6 
REHABlLl'l.AUON POTENTIAL OF PATIENTS UNDER SIXTY-FIVE 
AND OVER SIXTIC•FIVE 1EAU OF NJE Wll'H FIVE COMMON 
CHI10NlC ILLNBSS CONDITIONS AB RANKED BY 
TEN HOSPITAL AND NINE 
l'UBLIC HEALTH NURSES 
Description 
of 
Conditions 
care CU'diac in• 
sufficiency with oc• 
casional dependent 
edema of the ankles • 2.9 
CU"e for a wealcuess 
the left arm and a fw:~· 
tional but weak left 
leg due to cerebral 
thrombosis • • • • • • 2.9 
care for loss of 
waigbt. disinterest 
in perSonal appearance 
and prolonged bouts 
of crying • • • • • • 3.8 
4 
3.4 
1.4 
2.9 
3.2 
3.3 3.5 
2.7 3.2 
1.9 1.2 
2.9 2.6 
4.5 4.1 
* Score is an aver~ of ranks assigned by respondents to 
patients on the basis of the patlint• s potential for 
nbabilitation, with rank 1 indicating the higbest po• 
tential. 
be more optimistic for these patients than did the public 
health nurses. In three out of four instances the patients 
with cerebral vascular accidents, regardless of age. were 
ranked next to the patient with diabetes for rehabilita• 
tion. This. too, 8U83ests an optimism perhaps due to the 
emphasis on the rehabilitation of cerebral accident pa• 
tients in recent years. Since the majority of the nurses 
:l.n the sample bad recently graduated from schools of nurs• 
:l.ng where the rehabUitation of patients most likely re• 
ceived emphasis it may be inferred that some nurses appre• 
ciate the opportunity for rehabilitation of patients with 
" chronic disease conditions. 
The rehabilitation potential scores were cor• 
related us:Lng the Spearman fOC!Ula for rank order correla• 
tion. If these conditions existed :l.n a patient under 
65 years, the coefficient of correlation among ranks was 
.84. Then, if the condition existed in a patient over 
65 years, the correlation among ranks was • 90. The rank• 
:l.ngs of these conditions by public health nurses had a 
coefficient of correlation wich was • 70. 'I'hen, for 
hospital nurses the coefficient of correlation emcmg ranks 
was .88. 
All these correlations were high. This indicates 
high agreement between hospital and public health nurses 
- 52 • 
reaardiag tbe rehabilitation potential of patients with 
various chronic disease cODCU.tlons • reaardless of tbe age 
of tbe patient. 'l:h:Ls agreement could be described as a 
atareot:Jped reaction to diqnos:Ls. 
StHIA.B.Y, CONCLUSIOliS AND RECCJMHENDATI~S 
SUIIWlY 
The problem posed in this study :ts ccmcerned with 
the expectations for continuity Clf nursing care for pa• 
tients with bemfplegia due to a cerebral. vascular accident 
as derived from data collec~d from public health and 
hospital nurses. The literature reviewed was concerned 
("\, with continuity of care aa an esaeutial quality of rehabi.l• 
itation. There were, however, no studies located whf.cb 
dealt with the continuity of care of the patient with 
head.pleaia due to a cerebral vascular accident. 
Anawers to the follow1ng questions were sought: 
1, It there qreaaent amana the hospital 
nursing staff about their responsibility for 
care? 
2. Is there agreement 8IIIOD8 the hospital nursing 
staff about the reapoaaib111ty of the public 
health nurse for care of the patient in the 
home? 
• 53 • 
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3. Is there agreement 8IIIOD8 public health 
nurses about their responsibility for 
care? 
4. Is there agreement among public health 
nurses about the nsponsibility of the 
hospital nurse for can? 
5. Is there satisfactory provision for COlD• 
mm:l.cation between the nurses providing 
care :Ln the bospltal and the nurse pro• 
vi.ding care :Ln the home? 
Two methods were used to answer these proposed 
questions. '1'be first was a ncord review of patients with 
cerebral vascular accident discharged frOID two aeneral 
hospitais as well as records of patients with cerebral 
vascular accident active for tnatment with the Visiting 
Nurse Asaociatlon of Boston. '1'be second method was a 
stJ:Uctured :Lntu'View with tweuty nurses. Ten nurses fr0111 
one voluntary publ:l.c health nursing agency end ten nurses 
fr0111 two general bosp:Ltals were iDcluded :Ln the sample. 
Interviews conducted were based upon a three• 
phased interview guide. Pbase 1 was concerned with the 
nurse's age, educat:Lonal backg2:ouncl, work experience, 
familiarity with publ:l.c health nursing and the use of 
the Greater Boston 1nter+nn9Y re~al fcn:m. -Rba..P li~~====·=="···=~ 
• ss • 
waa concemeci with the nurses' opinion of the rehabilita• 
tion potential of patients under 65 years and over 65 years 
with a cerebral vaacular accident or one of four other 
COOWIOD cbron::Lc diaeaae coauitt::Lons. Phase III, through a 
sorting process of forty iteD& considered pert:Lnent to the 
care of a· patient with b•iplegia due to a cerebral vascular 
accident, claaalfied each item relative to ita status as 
a medical order or nuraing activity. Infomat::Lon about 
the frequency with wb::Lcb these items of care were provided 
and the method of recording those nursing items said to be 
provided frequently waa alto obtained in phase III. 
'1'be majority of hospital nurses were graduates of 
a diploma program and bad been employed with the particular 
health aaencY for leas than eleven months. 'l'he opportunity 
for these nurses to become acquainted with the responsib:Ll• 
ities of a public health nurse bad been minimal. '1'be 
maj~rity of public health wrsea were graduates of a 
degree progr8111 and bad been employed with the particular 
health ageacy from one to five years. Opportunity for 
experieace with a public health nursing aaencY was pro-
vided in tbe nurse' a educational program. A few bad 
included work experience as a hospital nurse dace gradua• 
tion. 
" 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Based upon the findtngs and implications of the 
study it appears that the following conclusions may be 
made: 
COPC!!mtw Jmr!Pilt Amggg R9spital. Nurses 
About Their l!spopsibiUtx 
There were many replies to the question about the 
hospital nurse' a primary reapoaaibilf.ty in the care of 
patients with bemipleaia due to a cerebral vascular acci• 
dent. Althouah the prevention of contractures and the 
provision of rauae of joint motion exercises were most 
frequently mentioned, no one responsibility received 
mention by more than half of the hospital nurses. Grantina 
that there was no marked diaaveement, the low agreement 
evidenced by the varied replies iuclicated there was no 
high level of underataading araong hospital nurses of their 
responsibilities. 
Other interesting findings in the data included: 
1. Other primary respoaaibilities mentioned 
by the hospital nurses were chiefly concerned 
with meeting the physical needs of patients. 
2. More than half of the hospital nurses referred ., · 
to the importance ~f pr~~~~ 8111()~!~~-t"c'=""==-~==~=c=~= 
===~~ -~-
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support to the patient and family in reply 
to the probe question about other responslbil• 
:l.ties. 
3, A limited I1UIIIber expressed the ::Lmport:ance of 
knowing the patient's background and status 
in the family. 
4, OD.ly one hospital nurse considered the prepara-
tion of the patient for home care a primary 
respons:Lbil:l.ty, 
S. '1'be hospital nur:ees associated rehab:l.l:l.t.i:tten 
potential with cutain chronic disease condi· 
tiona regardless of age. 
6. Lack of agreement was strongly evident about 
the manner in 1!bich items of care were recorded. 
7. Very little of the information received or the 
nur:aiug activities provided was recorded in 
the patient's record for permanent use. 
8. Half of the hospital nur:ses expressed d:l.ssatis• 
faction with tbe existing record system. 
- 58 • 
eonce:m&ns Aqewpt Amopg l!ospital Nurses 
Ab9ut the Retpogsibilitx of the 
hbli.c H!alt:h Nurse 
In reply to the question about the pr:l.mary responsi• 
bility of the public health nurse 1n the care of patients 
with hemiplegia due to a cerebral vascular accident, the 
hospital nurses offered a variety of respouses. No oue 
responsibility was mentloned by more thaD half of the 
sample. lu fact, SOUle of the respousibilitiea mentioned 
by several hospital nurses were DOt suggested by public 
health nurses in reply to the same question. This apparent 
lack of cousisteucy coupled with the low agreement allows 
the conclusion that there was DO high level of UDderstand• 
iDg amolig hospital DU11ses of the responsibilities of public 
health nurses. 
'19nsm1PS AtpjeF!Jit Among the hbU.c 
Health Burses About 
?!rfr !fponsibilitx 
there were mauy replies to the queatiou about the 
public health nurse's responsibility in the care of patients 
with hemiplegia due to a cerebral vascular accident. 
Replies emphasized the role of the family :Ln patient care • 
. -··~--~ ' -== 
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Exactly half of the public health nurses considered it was 
their primary responsibility to continue what was started 
by the hospital staff. '1'he low agreement evident in the 
replies indicated there was DO h1sh level of understandlllg 
among public health nurses of their responsibilities. 
Other intereatlllg f:l.ncllllgs in the data included: 
1. Coordination of care with other c0111111.11lity 
agencies and with the physician was seen as 
another responsibility of the public health 
nurse. 
2. 'Daere was little appreciation shown for 
speech aids with a t:eodency to anticipate 
needs rather than encourage speech re-eciucation. 
3. '1'he public health nurses associate rehabilita• 
t1on potential with certain chronic disease 
conditions regardless of the age of the 
patient. 
4. Half of the nurses expressed d:l.asatisfact:Lon 
with the available record system. 
ecmsemw Asreement Among !yblic Hea1th Nurses 
About the Ro!!pOB!ibUitx of the Hospital Nurse 
In response to the question about the primary 
==~responsibility of the bo~tal nurse in ~- careo~~L~tien_!:~= . -"~== 
- ~- -
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with hemiplegia clue to a cerebral vascular accident no 
reply was offered by more than half of the public health 
nurses. Prevention of contractures and the importance of 
developing a teaching program for the family represent 
examples of responsibil:Lties frequently mentioned. Other 
replies suggested by several public health nurses were 
not mentioned by any of the hospital nurses in reply to the 
same question. It may be concluded from this lack of 
obvious agreement that there was no high level of under• 
stancliDg 8IJ10Qg public health nurses of responsibilities 
of hospital nurses. 
Other interesting findings in the data included: 
1. More than half of the public health nurses 
referred to the importance of providing 
emotional suppo~ to the patient and the 
family in reply to the probe question about 
other responsibilities of the hospital nurse. 
2. 'fbe public health nurses seldom mentioned the 
responsibility of the hospital nurse for 
kDow1ng about the patient's background and 
family status. 
3. Only one public health nurse specifically 
indicated it was the responsibility of the 
hospital nurse to prepare the patient for 
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home care. 
4. 'l'bere was some :I.Ddication that the public 
bealth nurses felt the development of 
teaching plans for the patient and family 
was a rellpODSibility pf the hospital nurse. 
consm"s sJw l'royiat.op foe C9!!!1!1mtcatiop Beqreen 
the Hpspital kae pd tbt Public Health Nurse 
A small fraction of the patients with cerebral 
vascular accidents were referred d1rectly from the 
hospital to the cO'DD'mity nursing agency for care, as 
was shown by the record review. The interview data 
showed that there was evidence of inconsistency in the 
method of recording items of care by nurses in the 
cooperating agencies. Half the participants in the study 
e:qn:eased dissatisfaction with the agency record system. 
More than balf of the respondents were satisfied with the 
style of the Greater Boston Inter-Agency referral form but 
requested the inclusion of more information from nurses 
and other professional persosmel interested in the patient. 
It may be concluded that the inconsistency in recording, 
the inadequacy of the record system within the agencies, 
the small number of referrals and the need for more 
infozmat:l.on on the inter•agency referral forms which are 
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sent indicate: deficiencies in cOIIIIIUUication between 
agencies, which probably adversely affects continuity of 
cue. 
Other interesting findings in the data included: 
1. The hospital nurses recorded little iaformation 
in a manner wbi.ch contributed to continuity 
of patient care. 
2. The narrative record available for public 
health nurses apparently included information 
for permanent use but did not lend itself to 
quick review. 
3. More detailed information on the inter-
agency referl'al fum from nursing and allied 
professions was generally rec011111ended. 
4. Some of the refenals provided by the hospital 
staff included meager information concerning 
the patient's progress and program during 
hospitalization. 
On the basis of the findings, the hypothesis that 
there :l.s a lack of agreement concerning the responsibility 
of the hospital nurse and the public health nurse in the 
continuity of care for patients with hemiplegia due to a 
. , 
I, 
i; 
I! 
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cerebral vascular accident was substantiated. 'l'he data 
apply only to the op1nions of the twenty nurses represent• 
1ng three health agencies and the records reviewed :Ln these 
agencies. No general conclusions can be made from this 
study. 
BEC<HfEli>ATlONS 
On the basis of the findings, the following recom• 
mendations are made: 
1. that schools of nurs:I.Dg reevaluate the 
opportunities for public health experience • 
2. that public health agencies reevaluate the 
opportunities available for experience 
suitable for students of a diploma program. 
3. that contf.Duity of care receive the attention 
of in•service programs of hospitals and public 
health agencies. 
4. that a study be made of the cooperation of 
the allied professions to the referral plan. 
5. that a study be made of patients with a 
diagnosis of cerebral vascular accident 
discharged without a nferral, as well as 
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with a referral to a cOIIIIIII.mity nursing 
agency. 
6. that a study be made of the relation of 
the nurse's pnparation to her appreciation 
and understancU.Ds of rehabilitation. 
7. that a study be made of the accuracy, 
efficiency and value of the existing 
record systems in hospitals and public 
health agencies. 
'~ ·-- .. -__ -·~-· -
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APPENDIX 
~= 
·' 
" 
Dbectlona: I • 1atenate4 :la etudylas the role ot the boll>i tal nune 
and the n1e ot the public health nuru in the care of a 
patient tlbO baa bad a ael'ebral vaecular accident. 
I.J.nd1y '""'" each (UfttiOD aa U pertaloa to )'OUr per10nal 
e~~pedeace. 
1. An you a paduate ot 
l>ipl- PI'OII' .. ----
AIIOCiate 4epee Pftt81'• ----
0.11181ata 4etftl PIOII'III ----
Pnctical Nune Pft,.... ----
Othel' __ _ (pleaM ~p~eily > 
Creclita toward a a.s. __ 
a a.s. __ 
Cn4:lte toward u N.s. __ 
u n.s. __ 
Other ___ _ 
4, How lODI have you bela la 7f.IIU preaeat poaltiOD ? 
MM'biU ot yeua --
U 1111 tban a yeu, the IIUIIber ot .oatba __ 
.s. lfbat haw bMII your Wl'kllll ...,.r, .... a alnce the GCJ~~Pletion of 
your baalc -11!111 ""*"• ? 
rw.IMtr ot Yeua 
6. lin cU.4 you lle:r t f..Ular "''h tbl dutiea of a publl.c bealth 
--., 
Dur&.., the 'bUI.c -aiat ..,..., 
C1....._ teacllllll -------
Ot!MnaUoo td.th Ill .,...,. ----
hlaihd td.tla ano•IIIU wrM) 
How lont __ _ 
Wonlat upedeace with an .,...,. __ 
(you act11aUy dlcl plltUat .... , 
Hew lone 
-
Otller ____________________________________ ___ 
NDI'tlat e~~pedi!ICI on ....,. Uat ---------
A .... latloD •th pubU.c Malth IIUI'Ha U co-ittH 
~"-------------------------------------
PuticlpatloD •til pvbUc llealtb nuraea in patient 
ooaferecc .. ------------------
li'Waoeal apedeana u a frl...S or nlatlve ot a patJ.ent 
ftelhlat cue f- a public Malth IIUfH ------
AIIMlatioa •th fl'l...se 01' cl ..... t .. WhO are io the 
field of pvbUc health --------------Otbltr ____________________________________ _ 
.... ol the ...... --------------
1, How oft• haft you CIOiltdbuted to a ~eferral of a paUent to a 
pubU.c helltb .__,. 7 
NeWI' A 1ft ti.Ma Pft11U41fttly Many , ..... --
8. Ia Wbat way do you usually (liNt ol tba tiM #.a tbe last aonth) 
COIItdbuta to a nteual to a put.l.lc health lliJ811CY to pft'Wide 
IIIODU•Uy ol l*tllhlt can 7 
Nn at all--------------
laltlated IUIIIl CIOIIplftell 1t ---------
DlHIIIIId wltb otM~ latenated llllllbe~a of ataff 
Pbyalcf.aa -------
Nul'...., atalf -----
Soc.lal .....Ur ------
Phya#.ciU tbewapiat ----
Diatitlao -------
Diacuaaed with the f_..ly __ 
DiHuaaed with tbl patieot __ 
ot .... ---------
9. Tblat atMJut tbe pat1aota tilth a-ipl111a due to a Hnbl'al vuculu 
accidlat you bave Ganci t.r ckui-. the laat tw (J) -tba. 
How .aay do you tb#.ak -w heYe PIOI'I.ttecl br a nfena1 to a public 
Maltb apacy, but .. ,. aot •alwrre<t 7 Nuabe~--
10. ,_. Wbat nuoa •~ n .. ••• wu tb#.a • ? 
.... patleat nlueed -----------
tbe f~aUy nluNd -----------
the docto~ felt U waa Dot neceaauy -----
tbl ptlnt -14 111tt att.N. U -------
.. 0111 _ .... eel u -----------
Code __ 
11. Did you ra.f.ae tbit questlOil ol a relel'l'&l to 111'1)'01111 elH 1 
Yu __ _ 
----
To Whoa ---------
an then deta.Ue J011 -14 U'- adde4 or ntracted t- tlae wrUtea 
nlwl'al tona 7 
v .. __ _ 
Dln't t.w ---------
Uf YIS) Wllat 7 
13. Wb&t do yeu ooaaidel' tbe IINpUsl BUI'Me' pd.l!Uy reapooe!b!Uty in 
the can ot the patient tdth hellf.plest• due to • 414tnbral vucular 
Uf a QIIIOIMI. STAT.IMIIft') Ceuld you eapl&!n tlb&t J011 •an 7 
(U & SPICJPJ.'C STATIJatf) Ia lldd.lttoa to this which otber nepon-
sibUltle• _,.d you COilaUel' l ... l'tut 7 
14. Wllat do you .... .....,. tbe publle health nurne• priury napoaaibJ.Uty 
!a tbe cue ol tiM patient with heMpteai& due to • cenhrsl v&8cular 
<U a 'P"U'U. STAftMIINI') Could )IOU e.~~pl&!n What you .. an 7 
(II a SPBCIPJ.'C STAT.IMIIft') Ia llddl tl.oa to tlll.e wbl.ch other '"P"-
eibUltiee -ld you ceuiclel' &..-nut 1 
Conaldu tbe .. the U> deHdptiou ot oond!Uoaa )'011 -Y 8ftC'Ouatel' ill 
,ou~ day to day IIIU1'HIII can. 
A._ tbe deiCdpt.iou apply to JJ 111111 Wldel' 6.5 yean of 111•• 
lt.iadly ~-- tbe ducript.lona la tbe owdu which beet deecribea 1ltlVII Pu.sotw. 
nepoaH to the queetlon: How UJrely ia it that thie pei'Mft (uadel' 65 yeua 
ot 111e> c:aa lift 1111 Jul9py and ueelul a llfe, with the oonditioa uadel' cue, 
1. Yel'y lltely 2. • • • 3. • • • 4. • .. s. Leaat likely 
D!eglpt,te lank 
-
"· 
The pat.iht la uadel' can to~ 
awllh, palnlul ..lo.iab with 
llal.ted •tloa ln tbe ext•-~ 
u ... 
a. The patleat la lllldu can tol' 
cU4.iac lnaulflcleacy with oc-
caa£onal depea teat .-.. ot the 
antlea. 
c. The patient !a Ulldel' can fu 
diabetea lllld will Died laaulla 
dally. 
n. The patHM b Ulldel' can fu 
a wataeea ot ttae left u.UII 
a fuactloaal but wall 1d't 1e1 
due to a cenbwal tblrO!Ibeela, 
a. The patlant ill under can tc~ 
lou of wlpt, dlelate""t la 
peftOM1 ..,.anoce aad pfO~ 
lollled boute ot c~ylac. 
,.., 
Code __ _ 
Dimt4oe to Pba!t Jl 
Aa•-. tbl deacriptloaa apply to ..._. over 65 yean of ap, 
Kindly nail tba deacriptioo in tbl Ol'de.r WhiCh beat deacdbea YOUI. PBISON.U 
niiPO&H to the quutionat How likely ia it tbat tb!a penoa (over 6! 
yaara ol ... ) can Uve aa lulppy Mil uaelul a Ute, with tblt condUloa 
Ullda.r can, u ..,bt be pouibla 11 tba IIOIIdUioa diet aot exiat 1 
1. Ve.ry likely 2, ••• 3, ••• 4 •••• s. Laut likely 
De!C!ipSI.oe Rank 
-
A, n. paUeet 1a uade.r cue tor 
IIWID11ee, pal.~l Jolata wl.tll 
lilll.tecl .otiOD in tbe extn.l.• 
tlea. 
B. Tbe patient ia Yllder cue lor 
cuuac iDIUilicieacy wUh oc-
cuioosl dependant ..,_ ot 
tbe ..Uea. 
c. Tbe patieet ia under cue lor 
d.ia'betea llld will neect uMulia 
daily. 
D. Tbe patient Ia uade.r can to.r 
a watneu ol tblt left ua and 
a functional but weak lett let 
due to canbl'aJ. tuo.t~oaie. 
B, Tbe patient ia under can tor 
1 ... ot witatt, d.iaiatereat 
ill pe.rHU! .,,........ .... .,.._ 
1oapcl bolita ot CI'YiDI• 
Code __ _ 
Directiona to Phase IIl 
On each card is an item ol care that ia considered pertinent to the care of 
a patient with hemiplegia due to a cerebral vascular accident, 
! 
Some iteme require a written order to allow the nurse to provide the care. 
Others are considered nursing activities which may be performed without a 
written order froa the attendi11g physician, 
s- othen you may feel do not apply at all. 
PIJ!ASB SORT THBSB CARDS INTO TlllSB CATBOORIBS 
Medical Order Nuraing Activity Undetermined 
Now I will ask you to conaider each item in terms of frequency (IN OTHER 
OORDS, "HOW OJITliN Ho\VB YOU BNCCUN'l'BRlll> THIS IN YOUR DAY TO DAY NURSING 01' 
PATIBNl'S ?") 
Medical Order Carda: Have you fOund that the physicians 
ALWAYS WRITB THIS ORDBll. 
USUALLY WRITB THIS oaDD 
SBLDCM WRITB THIS ORDBR, but never refuse it when suggested 
NBVBR WRITB THIS ORDBR, and have refused to do so when 
aucgested 
Nursipl Activity CMds: Have you found that this care is: 
ALWAYS PROVIDBD 
USUALLY PROVIDBD 
SBLilOM PROVIDBD 
NBVBR PROVIDED 
Usually and Always C&Jds: Consider just these activities. In your 
nuralft( situation, how is each item of care 
r~ to evaluate the patient's progress 
and p~ide continuity of care 7 
Do you wish 
Yea 
NURSING CARE PLAN 
KARDBX SYSTBM 
ACTIVITIBS LIST 
01'HER (Describe) 
that any other system were No __ available for thie purpose 7 Don't know __ 
1. 
'· 
s. 
6. 
a. 
9. 
lO. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14, 
Ceateat 
P~at ap~lca:Uoo ol a coc:t-up apUnt fo~ the a.ffected 
laUd to kt!C~ · t11e · IWid ud wlat in 11ooo:1 poai tiea. 
P~f?Ylde a .~., 1t~~· 111hich will allOw 1• active 
._..., .. o.1 'l1tW af.lftt ... ~re.Uiea. 
Pl'cwW. opputuaity lor: udaatlon eftry ho boura 4udft8 
til(, day, .Wrv tu., t~cti.tra at nigh\. 
.,lP the .._. -''b a l~al'd to prevent the preaeu&"t 
f!f~ llhO ~ ifl~i:lil• !lflll : 1:/f ~'tfiPOlltt fhj! f"t and au-
lOr eiilfcelae ot tb4t $1dre-itll'a by ltftplntr the feet 
r,'.lt~ted. 
;i~~-;. ~t;·"~tlan:;; ::::::; ~!.,:1!~:~!.:~i.h. 
''~'J'n \!if1 '.i4~t ~~41 Lt. 
!.;~- tl*•J f.~ .fJl$~tnatltoa •t tbn r>ar .. J U• each day. 
Tu~ C¥:3 tit ""'"' tbtt • ...-u .. tbro:.ap the e11tir:e 
ra~ n"! lllOt t~ dlt.:-tllr.l)1. tt:<l ljatb a< lid llf:aln later in tbe day. . . 
PIOV!de ~~lt.tty lor ttlct patient wboH c!.olllbwat haod 
la o..ff•tt• D ~W-*'•• he ekt11 ol wri tin1:. 
s~ tbe affe&ted ua '" a allfiC wben the patient ta 
ln a altUIIC pol'liUo,. 01' atandins, to prev~t IIDdue 
tltUI.a ooil the ai$UiidU, 
BDC0>4nett tbJ -.ueqt to .~ tbe un:'.nvol..-•'11 llh ll''lt~!y, 
Bocoun&e tbe ;i;i~~t t6 ~.r:J..~~t> in hysicne, Collblr.w 
ba£1' -s bl!'uab~ ~~ ~~Jr Olllr;p1e. 
lbp1aln tb;J Raaou tor the can ai Ye'a the patient to ~.n­
tenated. f•iiy IIIIMbtra. 
lutruct the p.-tl!.eat io the teclmiqu~ of quaddc:epa &etUns 
td tJJe Ulllnvo1Y~ Iet ,.riodioally ar.d tM ·.~ilue ol -· 
llllflf.re &Nut tbe patient' • 1ivinc acu:.olllO~fettona ?do.r 
to tll!,t atroko to iocbule l~<;;r-ion lli~t t.c.e level of 
'•(.'tH•lty Mel .tepoo o£ i~enc:e. 
1$, Cbup tile pau..t•a pultion in bed every 2 boura. Tbia 
ebould be fi'OM tJie bacll to tbe unlnvol...S dde. 
16, Tile Cl~l IPdMI baCII•lyi .. pO&lt!on: 
AUected ua ... , li'OM the body. lfdat and hand aupperted 
in net~tn1 pO&ltlon, 11bow etral.pt Ol' aligbtly bent. 
het 11at ap!Dat a eupponinc lootboud. 
17. lnetnct tbit patleat la the Mtbod of tumlns ia bed to 
chanee poaltioa. 
18. Auanee the pat!ftt can equipsw~nt within reach of the 
uultccted an to eaaun,e ull-cue. 
19, Tile 19011 IAftd ddo-1)'181 poaition: 
Oil tbit IIDI.Jwotwd .U. wf.tll pl.llOWa to pnvlde auppol't 
to the bac1c, Support the panlyaed UIR with a p!Uow 
to pnwat Ullllue atnl.a on the &boulder. lHp the 
hip 11111• ftCI 11N111 te auw atnteb.tq aod pftYttat -
tJrUtuna. 
ao. ... ..... tile .,,.. ........... tlaa Dice dally. 
at. la9fin abollt the patieat'a eau., hab!ta. Bx. Liba, 
dialillaa aad apeclal ,...,....uon. 
aa. PNYW. ..,.,.n 1ft the allccted lee to prevent the lee 
lftlltA tuniq out. (A l»laatret roll, trochanter 1'011 or 
.... -.. t,... exuple.) 
23, Baplun to the patLeat the nuon lor nurainc act!Yitiaa 
-- .. ....-c~ ................ . 
24, Sugeat tilt patieat pnctiae allilla auch u tylq 1boea, 
...,..... aad lltlcUu, buttone of vadoua ai ... dudq 
leieuHU... 
as. laooul'ap til$ laity •• 1 u• te talle pan in the actual 
care, 
36. 
2?. 
38, 
29. 
Ha~ the patleat talle fi'tfl U> deep bt.'eatha tlu'ee (3) 
ti.Ma dUly, 
Di"'*" Nlety factol'a wf.th tile patient and/or faaUy. 
Sea«\r rup an4 biply pollabecl floora abeuld be 
chea apecial att•U..• Haad raJ.la on tile atal.ra lor 
~ la anotller. 
Couneel the fllllily -bere about tbe chance• in patient• a 
1110001, Tile tadaacy to cry and lauch 'iii thout appareat 
control, fer exuz,le • 
._..,. the patlaat .,..aninc hia praaent atlta by 
telllnc bla, "nerytbiq will be &ldpt ia a few ... ke." 
,. 1 30. 
31. 
35, 
36, 
37, 
38. 
"· 
40. 
Tile t.IM ol a AN1 ler brace to 1111pport tile attected 1111. 
Advbe the patieat eo -... the liqen and the wtat of 
the alf~ bull •th the IIUDYOlwd ha&ld, 
Batabll&:' &-'X~Cl -''"., balaoc:e. 
APSWalM tilt patioat• a 1&1.11 and oll11r: r:eC(-.!DI:latl-
to Allprov. tbe Milhoc3, 
Cl-.p oil tbt lo-dWUl .. catheter for: Pt'Dit'tNiv.tly 
iiiCHfl.ftlll pel!'Wa ot UN to enc.urap nor.w blac!cler 
tuncUonJ.nc. 
horide wittea iaatnaUione lor tile patient and/or l111Uy 
resuclir.l tbe ,..a 1tklld cue ancJ hfi:eated Protrr•. 
Advill8 tile patieat &lllt/ot: family allovt equi~, Map-
taU.- anc1 dnic .. m!Gh WOtAlci be uaelul tor the patient. 
!Jaw a IILI3IIlxlr o£ dA$8 to en.unp ~Jp<Jttc:h. A book with 
caa 1011 eb.lecta, pi~a of nhUve• etc. to allow 
tor apee.r:b r:e e.Jucat~oa. 
Al:!.Ow tiaO allld oppoJ'tullity for tile patient vltoae apeech 
ta aff<~Gted to expftM baaaell. CJ m1 Mill when IJUc-
eeut\.11 a.A .... the ail.etuea. 
IU.II.e it eadcr for th<a patient 'IIIlo CILIIIIOt speak by aatt-
clpt•tillll the ~ aad eay wat you tbillk the patient J.a 
tr:1U. to c: J ·am ca'!;·o. 
Pwdclc the patient tlith lr·.cpaant GppOrtunit~< "'Ul<il 
deciaiOila of PftiN118iW biportmu. Pol' &X8111pl&J 
fclad •tectU!n, elothoe •luctlon, G4it.;aln act:lvitlea. 
